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To heal is to make whole. At our very essence, we are Spirit, and Crystal Resonance 2 is here

with more life-enhancing and life-affirming tools to help us navigate this life in physical, and

heal that which limits us being all that we choose to be!This second book in the Crystal

Resonance series continues exploration of the healing available to us when crystals, essentials

oils, and essences from Mother Earth are specifically combined to facilitate our innate

connection to archangels, guides and teachers, and our Higher Self.We are introduced to the

synergy, healing, and life-enhancing resonance of fourteen new crystal combinations, and

once again Kerry shares her own inspirational and personal moments of wonder with these

healing combinations. The wonder and healing tools we are naturally gifted await you in Crystal

Resonance 2!•Includes full colour images of crystals!•Includes active links to the guided

meditations on the Crystal Resonance YouTube channel!•Meditations, affirmations, and easy-

to-follow, step-by-step instructions to support your decision to heal and be all that you choose

to be!•High vibrational combinations and practices to enhance conscious connection and

guidance from archangels and spirit guides!The combinations and practices shared in Crystal

Resonance 2 are fourteen from Kerry’s own Vibrational Oneness practice, which was

recognized as an approved healing modality in 2013. These fourteen combinations make a

total of twenty-seven Vibrational Oneness combinations and practices that Kerry has shared

over the first two books in the Crystal Resonance series.Heal and be all that you choose to be

with Crystal Resonance 2!
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K. Akua Gray, “Good Read for Studying Crystals. It has taken me some time to review these

books because the information was so dense and captivating. The Crystal Resonance series

of books by Kerry Nelson Selman is a fine addition to the world of crystal therapy literature.

Being a master student of this very beautiful and intriguing part of our planet, I am excited

when innovative thoughts on the subject of crystals is manifested.Ms. Selman has clearly taken

her time to give a special energy and into this compilation of familiar stones. In the three

volumes, she only highlights a total of 40 crystals but she uniquely merges their vibrational

energy with herbs, essential oils, chakras, flower essences and spiritual energies that most

lovers of crystals can relate to. Her gentle nature is evident in the very topics and resources

that she chose as subject matter in the books such as affirmations, meditations and overall

reminders of dwelling in synergy in wellness work such as this.I do like the books but of course

as a professional publisher also, it is evident that these are low budget books because the

covers lack creativity and do not do the content justice. Another low budget mistake that was

made is not having a full color interior. I couldn’t have imagined a book on crystals with such a

wealth of information not having color pictures, especially of the crystals. Crystals in black and

white, not a good choice.Aside from the above, the books are magnificent. I highly recommend

this series of books for any crystal lover’s library. My rating is 41/2 Ankhs. I received copies of

this book from the author for my honest opinion.K. Akua GrayApril 10, 2020Houston, TX”

The book by Kerry Nelson Selman has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided

feedback.
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